Electronic Transport Properties of Individual Chemically Reduced Graphene Oxide Sheets
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ABSTRACT

Individual graphene oxide sheets subjected to chemical reduction were electrically characterized as a function of temperature and external electric fields. The fully reduced monolayers exhibited conductivities ranging between 0.05 and 2 S/cm and field effect mobilities of 2−200 cm²/Vs at room temperature. Temperature-dependent electrical measurements and Raman spectroscopic investigations suggest that charge transport occurs via variable range hopping between intact graphene islands with sizes on the order of several nanometers. Furthermore, the comparative study of multilayered sheets revealed that the conductivity of the undermost layer is reduced by a factor of more than 2 as a consequence of the interaction with the Si/SiO₂ substrate.

The peculiar electronic properties of graphene sheets have attracted strong interest both in the experimental and theoretical scientific community during the past few years.¹⁻³ Most prominently, carriers in an ideal graphene sheet behave as massless Dirac fermions.⁴ In the meanwhile, these unique properties could be verified by a range of experiments,⁴,⁵ and the first prototype devices such as field-effect transistors (FETs)⁶ and ultra-sensitive sensors⁷ have been successfully demonstrated. Micromechanical cleavage is currently the most effective and reliable method to produce high-quality graphene sheets.⁸ However, the low yield of this approach (a few graphene monolayers per mm² of substrate area), combined with the lack of methods that enable positioning of the sheets, severely limits the implementation of highly integrated graphene-based circuits.

High-yield production methods for graphene sheets are also desirable for other applications like mechanically reinforced composites⁹,¹⁰ or transparent, electrically conductive films.¹¹ A promising methodology is the chemical reduction of graphite oxide,⁹,¹²,¹³ wherein the basal plane carbon atoms are decorated with epoxide and hydroxyl groups and the edge atoms bear carbonyl and carboxyl groups.¹³⁻¹⁵ The presence of these functional groups reduces the interplane forces and imparts hydrophilic character, thereby promoting complete exfoliation of single graphene oxide (GO) layers in aqueous media. While no high-resolution microscopic data are available for GO, theoretical studies suggest that the oxygen-containing groups are clustered into rows and islands, resulting in graphitic regions intermixed with islands of oxygen-functionalized atoms.¹⁶ Deoxygenation of GO has been accomplished by the strong chemical reducing agent hydrazine, whereupon a significant fraction of the contained oxygen is removed.¹²,¹⁷ However, the electrical properties of reduced GO have remained largely unexplored, despite their relevance for evaluating the viability of this chemical route to graphene, as well as for the development of graphene-based conductive composites. In this report, we describe electronic transport studies of individual single- and multiple-layer GO sheets subjected to two different types of chemical reduction. The comparison with unmodified graphene demonstrates that such procedures enable only partial recovery of the electrical conductivity due to the oxidatively introduced point defects that remain within the 2D carbon framework.

Graphite oxide was prepared via the Hummers method,¹⁸ starting from graphite flakes of 20 μm size (Sigma Aldrich). The resulting oxidized material was dispersed in water with the aid of soft ultrasonication and then deposited onto different substrates, including mica, Si/SiO₂, and highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). While deposition onto mica and HOPG did not require any functionalization, the
surface of the Si/SiO₂ substrates was modified by 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) prior to deposition. Figure 1a displays an atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of a GO sheet whose upper right edge is double-folded onto itself, as can be concluded from the cross-sectional profiles depicted in Figure 1b. Analysis of a larger number of AFM images revealed GO sheets with lateral dimensions of 100–5000 nm and heights in the range of 1.1–15 nm. Approximately 80% of the sheets displayed a height of 1.1 (±0.2 nm), and multiples of this value were found for the remaining objects. This height, being somewhat larger than the value of 0.8 nm predicted by theory, has been observed also by other AFM studies and assigned to individual graphitic sheets bearing oxygen-containing groups on both faces. AFM images of the GO monolayers on atomically flat surfaces like mica or HOPG, as shown in Figure 1c, disclose a pronounced roughness which considerably exceeds that of the substrate. This feature can be attributed to sp³ centers and point defects in the carbon lattice that cause wrinkling of the sheets on the nanometer scale. In order to gain further structural information, the GO sheets were examined by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) under ambient conditions. As exemplified by the STM image of a GO monolayer shown in Figure 1d, the hexagonal lattice of the sheets turns out to be partially preserved. The STM images of the GO sheets are distinguishable from pristine graphene by the appearance of bright spots/regions lacking ordered lattice features. They most likely arise from the presence of oxygenated functional groups, which are predicted by theory to arrange into islands and rows. The functionalization degree was estimated from a range of STM images to be approximately 50%, in fair agreement with the oxygen content of ~70% determined by spectroscopic analysis of GO.

For the aim of further characterization, confocal Raman spectroscopy was performed on single GO monolayers before and after chemical reduction. To this end, two different reduction methods were employed. The first method involved immersion of the solid-supported sheets into a 1 vol% hydrazine solution in dimethylformamide (DMF) at 80 °C for 24 h. Alternatively, the samples were exposed to hydrogen plasma (30 W at a pressure of 0.8 mbar) for 5–10 s at room temperature. The Raman spectrum of the as-prepared GO sheets (Figure 2) displays two prominent peaks at 1340 and 1600 cm⁻¹, which correspond to the well-documented D and G band, respectively. The appearance of the D band in sheets with lateral dimensions much larger than the laser spot (~400 nm) signifies disorder in the carbon lattice. The intensity ratio of the D and G band is a measure of the disorder, as expressed by the sp²/sp³ carbon ratio. By using the empirical Tuinstra–Koenig relation, which relates the D/G intensity ratio to the crystallite size of graphitic samples, it can be concluded that the GO sheets are comprised of ordered graphitic regions with a size of ~6 nm surrounded by areas of oxidized carbon atoms or point defects. This value is in reasonable agreement with the size of intact areas as observed in our STM images. Intriguingly, after chemical reduction, the sheets did not show any noticeable decrease in the D/G ratio. This observation suggests that while most of the oxygenated groups are removed, the vacant lattice sites produced via carbon atom removal in the form of CO or CO₂ during graphite oxidation.
remain unchanged by the reduction process and predominantly define the intact graphene regions.

Toward their electrical characterization, the GO sheets were deposited on degenerately doped silicon substrates with a thermally grown SiO2 layer (200 nm thickness), chemically reduced, and then contacted by e-beam lithographically defined Au/Pd (60/40) electrodes (300–1000 nm separation). Before reduction, the GO monolayers behaved close-to-insulating, with differential conductivity values of \( 1 \times 10^{-3} \, \text{S/cm} \) at a bias voltage of 10 V (calculated assuming a layer thickness of 1 nm). Chemical reduction resulted in a pronounced increase of conductivity, as demonstrated by Figure 3. In the case of both reduction methods, the time evolution of conductivity displayed a plateau, followed by a decrease upon further exposure. This plateau was respectively reached after 24 h and 5 s for hydrazine and hydrogen plasma treatment. In the following, when speaking of “reduced GO”, we refer to sheets subjected to these respective reduction times in order to ensure the maximum attainable reduction degree. The conductivity of the reduced GO monolayers was found to be approximately 3 orders of magnitude higher compared to the starting GO. Room-temperature measurements of more than 50 reduced GO monolayers yielded conductivity values between 0.05 and 2 S/cm. This range is about 3 orders of magnitude below the values reported for pristine graphene.1,2 It is worthy to note that even on the same substrate, the conductivity of different monolayers varied by up to 1 order of magnitude.

The reduced GO samples showed a significant conductivity decrease by more than 3 orders of magnitude upon cooling from 298 to 4 K, in contrast to unmodified graphene whose conductivity was reduced by less than 1 order of magnitude.1,23 Best linear fits of the temperature-dependent data were obtained by plotting \( \ln(I/A) \) versus \( T^{-1/3} \) (Figure 4a), pointing toward variable range hopping (VRH) as a plausible charge-transport mechanism in the reduced GO sheets. VRH involves consecutive inelastic tunneling processes between two localized states and has been frequently observed in disordered systems, including amorphous carbon.24 It obeys the following general temperature dependence: \( I = I_0 e^{-\left(\frac{T_0}{T}\right)^{\frac{1}{n}}} \), where \( (n - 1) \) is the dimensionality of the sample.25 The two-dimensional (2D) character reflected by the observed \( \propto T^{1/2} \) dependence is consistent with the 2D structure of the sheets. In view of the above-described Raman results, hopping presumably occurs between the intact graphene regions which are separated by clusters of point defects.

Despite their different temperature dependence of electrical conductivity, the reduced GO monolayers showed ambipolar behavior in the gate dependence of resistance (Figure 4b) similar to that of pristine graphene.1 The presented data were collected within a cryostat under a low pressure of helium, which explains the fact that the resistance maxima occur close to zero gate voltage. Prolonged exposure of the samples to the ambient (> 24 h) resulted in a pronounced shift of the maxima toward positive gate voltages, which could be reversed by placing them back in vacuum. Comparable shifts observed for graphene and single-walled carbon nanotubes have been attributed to doping by oxygen and/or water absorption.1,26 Room-temperature field-effect mobilities of 2–200 cm²/Vs for holes and 0.5–30 cm²/Vs for electrons were extracted from the gate dependence of resistance1 of the reduced GO samples. As a consequence of the defective nature of the reduced layers, these values are approximately 2 orders of magnitude lower than those of graphene, for which mobilities between 3000 and 10000 cm²/Vs have been reported.1,6 The principal similarity between the gate dependence of the reduced GO and graphene is a direct indication of the presence of intact graphitic domains in the former.
material. For further increased defect density, hopping between neighboring atomic sites would be expected to occur over the entire sample, associated with a rather weak gate dependence of resistance typical of such systems.27

Finally, we have extended the electrical measurements to multilayered GO sheets. Due to the sizable conductivity variation between different samples, we first selected partially folded sheets that allow simultaneous contacting of a mono- and bilayer configuration, like the one shown in Figure 5a. In these experiments, the low-bias conductivity measured for the bilayer reproducibly exceeded that of the first layer by more than a factor of 2. Assuming the validity of the simple electrical circuits inserted in the figure (i.e., charge is transported through parallel resistors with negligible vertical conduction) and that the resistance of the first layer remains identical to the monolayer case, we concluded that the second layer is more conducting than the first one by factors between 2 and 5. In order to expand the study to multilayered sheets, we then performed a statistical analysis over a range of samples. As apparent from Figure 6, no further increase in (volume) conductivity could be detected for sheets containing between 3 and 7 layers, which supports the above assumption and, furthermore, provides evidence that the conduction in the first layer is limited by the interaction with the substrate. This interaction may include the influence of amino groups contained in the APTES layer used for modifying the SiO$_2$ surface. Such substrate interactions may account for the differences we observed from sheet to sheet and, likewise, for those reported for graphene prepared through mechanical exfoliation.1 In this context, it is interesting to note that thermal annealing of the reduced GO sheets in vacuum at 500 °C decreases the resistance of bilayers but does not influence the monolayers. This difference suggests that the substrate interaction also restricts healing processes requiring atomic diffusion, which may be
responsible for the observed resistance decrease in the bilayer case. Additional interference may arise from defects in the SiO$_2$ layer that survive the annealing procedure.

In summary, we have presented the first electronic transport studies of chemically reduced graphene oxide sheets, which potentially provide access to large-scale production of graphenelike nanomaterials. In the fully reduced sheets, the room-temperature conductivity and carrier mobility were found to lag behind those of graphene by 3 and 2 orders of magnitude, respectively, predominantly as a consequence of lattice vacancies that cannot be healed during the reduction process. The structure of the sheets is best described by intact, nanometer-sized graphitic domains separated by defect clusters, which results in hopping conduction as the dominant charge-transport mechanism. Future high-resolution microscopic investigations could reveal further details about the defect nature and identify the location of oxygenated functionalities which presumably remain in a low concentration. Such knowledge would be of relevance for attempts to tune the electronic structure of graphene via chemical edge functionalization.\textsuperscript{28,29}
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